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Have you ever thought of owning a farm house in Noida? If yes, just go back to your childhood and
give a thought to the sceneries that you have made about a small house surrounded by trees
outside. Within some distance visible from there a chimney is also built by you that show smoke.
Moreover, in that scenery there are birds chirping and some people could be seen in that scenery.
Now come back to present and visualize yourself as those people in the picture. It is not a dream
anymore because all this is available at your doorstep.

Green beauty farms are just a simple and most exciting way to enjoy your holiday or stay
permanently. To relax your mood, to spend quality time with family and friends and making that time
a memorable time is the only thing it provides. Spreading over an area of 50 acres and covered with
earthy browns, divine blues and lush greens nothing could create a place more suitable for you than
this one when you really want some relaxation and enjoyment.

Green beauty farms are a group of 500 farmlands that provide a countryside living from Delhi. It has
huge location benefits as it is adjoined to Faridbad-Noida-Ghaziabad highway and very few
kilometers away from Kalindi Kunj. All these factors make it a good option for investment purpose.
Of course, no one can resist the true beauty of nature and when the opportunity is this much
convincing then there is no question of leaving it at any cost.

There are various facilities involved with this projects that ensures a great deal of anxiety amongst
the buyers. There is individual wire fencing is done with plantation. A black carpet road is setup from
expressway to farm houses. It never hampers the running way as all farms facing 30-40 feet wide
road. To avoid any mishaps during night there are street lights available in every farm. There is a
common swimming pool available for the residents.

To keep the body healthy and fit a jogging track is also available. Not only this, a rain dance floor is
also available where you can enjoy with fun and energy. For food and beverages, there is a
cafeteria available. Skating ring and cricket stadium is also there. So it can be easily seen that there
is no facility left by the developers.

Everyone wants to live in a peaceful and green environment. Green beauty farms bring you this
opportunity of a lifetime with very affordable costs. Anyone who loves nature cannot resist the
beauty of these farms. Listening to the melody of water bodies in the middle of a green environment
is all you get while coming there.
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